CIRCULAR

Ref. No. Online Application 2021-2022 /DS
14-56/2020 (Review of SIF) (A)
14-56/2019 (A)
16-22/2019-PCI

Online Application 2021-2022/AS
3-52/2020-PCI
14-264/2020 (FRMS Project)

To all : Pharmacy Institutes

Sub.: Communication through institution’s dashboard only.

Sir/Madam

1. It has been noted that PCI is sending the communication to Institutions through Institution’s dashboard but Institutions instead of replying through dashboard are sending separate mails on Council’s email ID.

2. In view of above, it has been decided that since the PCI has already provided a platform on Institution’s dashboard within the approval system, the institution shall post the reply to query/compliance etc on its dashboard only for effective communication.

Please note that no separate email etc will be entertained.

This is for strict compliance.

Yours faithfully

[Signature]

(ARCHNA MUDGAL)
Registrar-cum-Secretary